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year, cost $100 million annually-and about twenty injured or dead airmen? (Page 136) As the ultimate defense against electronic warfare, the Swiss Army maintains
twenty thousand carrier pigeons for combat service? (Page 243) The space shuttle Challenger disaster in 1986 crippled the U.S. intelligence satellite network between
1986 and 1990 and would have left the U.S. military almost blind in the event of a major conflict? (Page 245) Most helicopters on combat ships cannot be used more
than twenty to forty hours a month? (Page 179) For over twenty years, the U.S. Navy has been successfully using sea lions, dolphins, and whales to guard its ships from
enemy divers? (Page 195) In addition to recounting everything from the merely trivial to the truly terrible, the authors help readers to look at the big picture, reminding
us that ignorance is not bliss where the military is concerned.
Gold Laundering-Mark Pieth 2019-06
Getting Rough-C. L. Parker 2016-01-26 The next sizzling novel of C. L. Parker’s Monkey Business Trio Hotshot San Diego sports agent Shaw Matthews and his sexy
professional adversary Cassidy Whalen have gone head-to-head in the boardroom—and the bedroom. Now Shaw has scored a big promotion—but only because Cassidy
turned it down and ran off. There are many things he wants when it comes to Cassidy—just not her pity. So Shaw rushes to a small town in Maine to retrieve his
dignity—and maybe the woman he’s hungry to claim once more. Cassidy has pushed herself to the max to realize her career dreams—until a family crisis brings her
home. But Shaw isn’t letting Cassidy go that easily. Neither is gorgeous heartthrob Casey Michaels, the childhood sweetheart she left behind—and who now wants to
win her back. As the rivalry between the two alpha males intensifies, and Shaw’s seductive moves reach a whole new level of heat, Cassidy has to make a choice. And
this time, it’s for the highest stakes of all. Getting Rough is intended for mature audiences. Praise for Getting Rough “The second Monkey Business contemporary (after
Playing Dirty) plunges right into the multifaceted liaison between Shaw Matthews and Cassidy Whalen, secret lovers and openly competitive business associates, as
heartfelt emotions, misconceived assumptions, and natural disasters make for rough adventures. . . . Parker’s fast pace, rapier wit, and sharp dialogue perfectly merge
with the simmering sexual tension in this lust-to-love tale that fans will devour.”—Publishers Weekly “Forces of nature conspire to represent the deep emotional
involvement between the main characters in this hot-blooded novel by Parker. Mother Nature is also the perfect foil to the lives of the varied inhabitants of this sexy
tale. The title is apt as the lovemaking grows from sweet to wild for each willing participant.”—RT Book Reviews Praise for C. L. Parker’s Playing Dirty “Fun, actionpacked . . . Readers will be eager to read the sequel, hoping for more rough and dirty sexual acrobatics, friendship, backstabbing, and empathy.”—Publishers Weekly
“This snappy, sexy novel moves at breakneck speed, with abundant snark and sports euphemisms. . . . Parker’s penchant for dry humor and vivid, voracious sex scenes
breathes life into a well-trodden premise.”—Library Journal “Parker writes intense storylines that anyone can relate to. Her characters are complex, with long and
sometimes turbulent pasts that they have overcome, that still continues to affect their present. . . . I cannot wait to see where she takes this new series.”—Fresh Fiction
Long Way Gone-Charles Martin 2016-10-04 USA TODAY bestseller from the author of The Mountain Between Us, now a major motion picture! “No matter where you
go, no matter whether you succeed or fail, stand or fall, no gone is too far gone. You can always come home.” At the age of eighteen, musician and songwriter Cooper
O’Connor took everything his father held dear and drove 1,200 miles from home to Nashville, his life riding on a six-string guitar and the bold wager that he had talent.
But his wager soon proved foolish. Five years after losing everything, he falls in love with Daley Cross, an angelic voice in need of a song. But just as he realizes his love
for Daley, Cooper faces a tragedy that threatens his life as well as his career. With nowhere else to go, he returns home to the remote Colorado mountains, searching
for answers about his father and his faith. When Daley shows up on his street corner twenty years later, he wonders if it’s too late to tell her the truth about his
past—and if he is ready to face it himself. A radical retelling of the prodigal son story, Long Way Gone takes us from tent revivals to the Ryman Auditorium to the
tender relationship between a broken man and the father who never stopped calling him home.
Echoes in Death-J.D. Robb 2017-02-07 "THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING SERIES ... The chilling new suspense novel from the author of Brotherhood in
Death. After a party in New York, Lieutenant Eve Dallas rides home with her billionaire husband, Roarke, happy to be done with cocktails and small talk. After another
party, not far away, a woman retires to her bedroom with her husband--and walks into a brutal nightmare. Their paths are about to collide ... When the young woman-dazed, naked, and bloody--wanders in front of their car, Roarke slams on the brakes just in time, and Eve, still in glittering gown and heels, springs into action. It's been
a long night for the tired homicide cop, and it's far from over. Daphne Strazza is rushed to the ER, but it's too late for Dr. Anthony Strazza. A brilliant orthopedic
surgeon, he now lies dead amid the wreckage of his obsessively organized town house, his three safes opened and emptied. Daphne would be a valuable witness, but in
her terror and shock the only description of the perp she can offer is repeatedly calling him "the devil" ... While it emerges that Dr. Strazza was cold, controlling, and
widely disliked--and that he treated Daphne like a trophy wife--this is one case where the evidence doesn't point to the spouse as the first suspect. So Eve and her team
must get started on the legwork, interviewing everyone from dinner-party guests to professional colleagues to caterers, in a desperate race to answer some crucial
questions: What does the devil look like? And where will he show up next?"-Dirty Sexy Secret-Nazarea Andrews 2016-06-16 Even when you know better.... There are a million reasons why Hazel Campton is off limits: she's a journalist. I'm a cop.
Oh, and she's my foster sister. My secret is I didn't care. I haven't stopped wanting her since I slept with her the night before she left. She's trouble. Always has been.
It's hard to resist the thing you've always wanted... Growing up with Brandon Archer means I know him. Good. Bad. Everything in between. It's just never mattered. My
secret? That night. The one I stole, that's kept me from Archer and Green County, for four years. Now I'm home, and nothing has changed. Except me. And not in the
way that means a damn thing. Because I still want him. Everything can change with a knock at the door... Secrets. Everyone has them. Archer. Me. This town.
Perfection only runs surface deep in Green County. When there's a knock at me door, it's a familiar face all covered in danger, and all those secrets we hide? They're
about to come tumbling out. The first in a sexy new series about Green County, and the people who serve there.
Deception-Jonathan Kellerman 2010-03-30 BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Jonathan Kellerman's Victims. Her name is Elise Freeman, and her chilling
cry for help comes too late to save her. On a DVD found near her lifeless body, the emotionally and physically battered woman chronicles a long ordeal of abuse at the
hands of three sadistic tormentors. But even more shocking is the revelation that the offenders, like their victim, are teachers at one of L.A.’s most prestigious prep
schools. Homicide detective Milo Sturgis is assigned to probe the hallowed halls of Windsor Prep Academy, and if ever he could use Dr. Alex Delaware’s psychological
prowess, it’s now. As the scandal-conscious elite close ranks around Windsor Prep, Alex and Milo push to expose the dirty secrets festering among society’s manorborn. But while searching for predators among the privileged, Alex and Milo may be walking into a highly polished death trap.
Secrets of The Wee Free Men and Discworld-Linda Washington 2008-04-15 A fascinating guide to the international bestselling Discworld series and the award-winning
The Wee Free Men—soon to be a major motion picture Before J. K. Rowling became the best-selling author in Britain, Terry Pratchett wore that hat. With over 45
million books sold, Pratchett is an international phenomenon. His brainchild is the Discworld series—novels he began as parodies of other works like Macbeth, Faust,
and The Arabian Nights. The Wee Free Men, one of Pratchett's most popular novels, will be made into a movie by Spider-Man director Sam Raimi. It's the story of 9year-old wannabe witch Tiffany Aching, who unites with the Nac Mac Feegle (6-inch-tall blue men who like to fight and love to drink) to free her brother from an evil
fairy queen. A fun, interactive guide that will explore the land of Discword, Secrets of The Wee Free Men and Discworld is filled with sidebars, mythology trivia, and
includes a bio of the fascinating author Terry Pratchett, and an in-depth analysis of his work. This unofficial guide is a great resource for readers of The Wee Free Men
and the other books of the Discworld series.
Maid-Stephanie Land 2020-07-09 BARACK OBAMA'S SUMMER READING PICK, 2019. BBC RADIO 4 BOOK OF THE WEEK. Educated meets Nickel and Dimed in
Stephanie Land's memoir about working as a maid. A beautiful and gritty exploration of poverty in the western world. Includes a foreword by international bestelling
author Barbara Ehrenreich. 'My daughter learned to walk in a homeless shelter.' As a struggling single mum, determined to keep a roof over her daughter's head,
Stephanie Land worked for years as a maid, working long hours in order to provide for her small family. In Maid, she reveals the dark truth of what it takes to survive
and thrive in today's inequitable society. As she worked hard to climb her way out of poverty as a single parent, scrubbing the toilets of the wealthy, navigating
domestic labour jobs as a cleaner whilst also juggling higher education, assisted housing, and a tangled web of government assistance, Stephanie wrote. She wrote the
true stories that weren't being told. The stories of the overworked and underpaid. Written in honest, heart-rending prose and with great insight, Maid explores the
underbelly of the upper-middle classes and the reality of what it's like to be in service to them. 'I'd become a nameless ghost,' Stephanie writes. With this book, she
gives voice to the 'servant' worker, those who fight daily to scramble and scrape by for their own lives and the lives of their children.
Wild Game-Adrienne Brodeur 2019-10-15 A NATIONAL BESTSELLER “Exquisite and harrowing.” —New York Times Book Review “This electrifying, gorgeously written
memoir will hold you captive until the last word.” —People NAMED A BEST FALL BOOK BY People * Refinery29 * Entertainment Weekly * BuzzFeed * NPR’s On Point *
Town & Country * Real Simple * New York Post * Palm Beach Post * Toronto Star * Orange Country Register * Bustle * Bookish * BookPage * Kirkus* BBC Culture*
Debutiful A daughter’s tale of living in the thrall of her magnetic, complicated mother, and the chilling consequences of her complicity. On a hot July night on Cape Cod
when Adrienne was fourteen, her mother, Malabar, woke her at midnight with five simple words that would set the course of both of their lives for years to come: Ben
Souther just kissed me. Adrienne instantly became her mother’s confidante and helpmate, blossoming in the sudden light of her attention, and from then on, Malabar
came to rely on her daughter to help orchestrate what would become an epic affair with her husband’s closest friend. The affair would have calamitous consequences
for everyone involved, impacting Adrienne’s life in profound ways, driving her into a precarious marriage of her own, and then into a deep depression. Only years later
will she find the strength to embrace her life—and her mother—on her own terms. Wild Game is a brilliant, timeless memoir about how the people close to us can break
our hearts simply because they have access to them, and the lies we tell in order to justify the choices we make. It’s a remarkable story of resilience, a reminder that
we need not be the parents our parents were to us.
The Club-Takis Würger 2019-03-12 As a boy, Hans Stichler enjoys a fable-like childhood among the rolling hills and forests of North Germany, living an idyll that seems
uninterruptable—until two disasters change his life forever. He falls into the guardianship of his eccentric English aunt Alex, who invites him to come to university at
Cambridge, where she teaches art history. Alex will ensure his application to St. John’s College is accepted, but in return Hans must help her investigate a secretive
Cambridge institution known as the Pitt Club. The Club has existed at Cambridge for centuries, its long legacy of tradition, privilege, and decadence largely
unquestioned. As Hans makes his best efforts to prove Club material, including training for the university boxing team, he is drawn into a glamorous world of
debauchery and macho solidarity. And when he falls in love with fellow student Charlotte, the stakes of his deception are raised. For there are dark secrets in the
Club’s history, as well as in its present—and Hans soon finds himself in the inner sanctum of an dangerous institution, forced to grapple with the notion that sometimes
one must do wrong to do right. A provocative and timely novel from a highly regarded young writer, The Club is an invitation into a world behind closed doors, one of
long-held secrets, hallowed history, and toxic behavior.
Dirty Little Secrets-C. J. Omololu 2010-08-10 Everyone has a secret. But Lucy's is bigger and dirtier than most. It's one she's been hiding for years-that her mom's outof-control hoarding has turned their lives into a world of garbage and shame. She's managed to keep her home life hidden from her best friend and her crush, knowing
they'd be disgusted by the truth. So, when her mom dies suddenly in their home, Lucy hesitates to call 911 because revealing their way of life would make her future
unbearable-and she begins her two-day plan to set her life right. With details that are as fascinating as they are disturbing, C. J. Omololu weaves an hour-by-hour
account of Lucy's desperate attempt at normalcy. Her fear and isolation are palpable as readers are pulled down a path from which there is no return, and the impact of
hoarding on one teen's life will have readers completely hooked.
Private Empire-Steve Coll 2012-05-01 An “extraordinary” and “monumental” exposé of Big Oil from two-time Pulitzer Prize winner Steve Coll (The Washington Post)
Includes a profile of current Secretary of State and former chairman and chief executive of ExxonMobil, Rex Tillerson In this, the first hard-hitting examination of
ExxonMobil—the largest and most powerful private corporation in the United States—Steve Coll reveals the true extent of its power. Private Empire pulls back the
curtain, tracking the corporation’s recent history and its central role on the world stage, beginning with the Exxon Valdez accident in 1989 and leading to the
Deepwater Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico in 2010. The action spans the globe—featuring kidnapping cases, civil wars, and high-stakes struggles at the
Kremlin—and the narrative is driven by larger-than-life characters, including corporate legend Lee “Iron Ass” Raymond, ExxonMobil’s chief executive until 2005, and
current chairman and chief executive Rex Tillerson, President-elect Donald Trump's nomination for Secretary of State. A penetrating, news-breaking study, Private
Empire is a defining portrait of Big Oil in American politics and foreign policy.
The Help-Kathryn Stockett 2009-02-10 The #1 New York Times bestselling novel and basis for the Academy Award-winning film—a timeless and universal story about
the lines we abide by, and the ones we don’t—nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great American Read. Aibileen is a black maid in 1962
Jackson, Mississippi, who’s always taken orders quietly, but lately she’s unable to hold her bitterness back. Her friend Minny has never held her tongue but now must
somehow keep secrets about her employer that leave her speechless. White socialite Skeeter just graduated college. She’s full of ambition, but without a husband, she’s
considered a failure. Together, these seemingly different women join together to write a tell-all book about work as a black maid in the South, that could forever alter
their destinies and the life of a small town...
Secret Soldiers-Keely Hutton 2019-06-11 Over a quarter million underage British boys fought on the Allied front lines of the Great War, but not all of them fought on
the battlefield—some fought beneath it, as revealed in this middle-grade historical adventure about a deadly underground mission. Secret Soldiers follows the journey
of Thomas, a thirteen-year-old coal miner, who lies about his age to join the Claykickers, a specialized crew of soldiers known as “tunnelers,” in hopes of finding his
missing older brother. Thomas works in the tunnels of the Western Front alongside three other soldier boys whose constant bickering and inexperience in mining may
prove more lethal than the enemy digging toward them. But as they burrow deeper beneath the battlefield, the boys discover the men they hope to become and forge a
bond of brotherhood. Secret Soldiers is another stunning story of strength, perseverance, and love from Keely Hutton.
My Secret-Frank Warren 2006-10-24 A collection of artfully decorated postcards with secrets anonymously written on them by people from all over the world and sent
to the founder of PostSecret, a community art project that evolved into a website.
Dirt-Bill Buford 2020-05-05 From the author of the best-selling, widely acclaimed Heat--a new hilariously self-deprecating, highly obsessive account of the author's
adventures, this time, in the world of French haute cuisine Bill Buford turns his inimitable attention from Italian cuisine to the food of France. Baffled by the language,
but convinced that he can master the art of French cooking--or at least get to the bottom of why it is so revered-- he begins what becomes a five-year odyssey by
shadowing the esteemed French chef Michel Richard, in Washington, D.C. But when Buford (quickly) realizes that a stage in France is necessary, he goes--this time
with his wife and three-year-old twin sons in tow--to Lyon, the gastronomic capital of France. Studying at L'Institut Bocuse, cooking at the storied, Michelin-starred La
Mère Brazier, enduring the endless hours and exacting rigeur of the kitchen, Buford becomes a man obsessed--with proving himself on the line, proving that he is
worthy of the gastronomic secrets he's learning, proving that French cooking actually derives from (mon dieu!) the Italian. With his signature humor, sense of
adventure, and masterly ability to immerse himself--and us--in his surroundings, Bill Buford has written what is sure to be the food-lover's book of the year.
Tormentor Mine (Tormentor Mine #1)-Anna Zaires 2017-03-28 "Darkly addictive and hauntingly beautiful, Peter and Sara's story will stay with you long after you read
the final words." —Julia Sykes, USA Today bestselling author He came to me in the night, a cruel, darkly handsome stranger from the most dangerous corners of
Russia. He tormented me and destroyed me, ripping apart my world in his quest for vengeance. Now he's back, but he’s no longer after my secrets. The man who stars
in my nightmares wants me.
The Origin of Opportunity-Andrew Cartwright 2018-12-12 Andrew Cartwright author of Origin of Opportunity is an expert entrepreneur with successes in 17 industries
by cracking the code of opportunity and opening up possibilities around the world. Andrew has been featured on FOX, ABC, NBC, CBS, and as a TV star on the
international TV network A&E as a real estate developer. From the San Francisco Area.
Dirty Ex-Heather Huffington 2019-02-07 NB: The content you're about to read may cause a sudden increase in heart-rate with no cliffhangers and a Guaranteed HEA
Sometimes, even good girls need to play dirty to get what they want... Logan Jones, a therapist sworn to secrecy discovered her client, an arrogant witch, is set to
marry the one man she only ever loved!Logan had already lost the only man she's ever loved once, watching him slip through her fingers a second time is beyond
painful. With a client from hell, set to ruin her life by blackmailing her, will Logan sit back and watch her man walk out of her life, again?Or will she fight back, claiming
what's her? Dirty Ex is a Second Chance, Love Triangle short read filled with thrills, moans and many pleasant surprises. Dirty Ex is the Fourth book in a seven part
series - Dirty Secrets.Each book in the series can be read as a Standalone.

A Million Dirty Secrets-C. L. Parker 2013 You can't put a price on love - so they say... When a medical condition threatens to tear apart Lanie Talbot's family, she makes
the ultimate sacrifice. With no time and no other option, Lanie puts herself up for sale at an underground, high-end establishment where women are auctioned off to
influential, wealthy men with more money than sense. Enter Noah Crawford: millionaire business mogul and Chicago's most eligible bachelor. But Noah's distrust in
relationships has led him to make a very desperate decision of his own - purchasing a woman to satisfy his every desire. No strings attached, no heartbreak, and no way
anyone will ever know. Just two million dollars to have his wicked way with Lanie Talbot for two years . . . Laini and Noah's relationship is explosive. When they fight,
they take no prisoners. When they love, they show no mercy. When they combine the two, they never want to leave each other's arms. But did they both get more than
they bargained for? A MILLION DIRTY SECRETS is the first part of a scorching hot romantic duet that promises to be this generation's Pretty Woman.
A Million Dirty Secrets-C. L. Parker 2013 Delaine Talbot auctions herself off at an erotic club to raise money for her ailing mother's surgery, but the business
arrangement she makes with Noah Crawford, her buyer, turns into something neither of them expected.
A Million Dirty Secrets-C. L. Parker 2013-08-27 Delaine Talbot has a secret. When a matter of life and death threatens to tear apart her family, Delaine makes the
ultimate sacrifice. She auctions herself off at Chicago’s most exclusive erotic club. Now she belongs to Noah Crawford, a wealthy mogul who introduces her to a
seductive feast of the senses, awakening desires she only dreamed about. Noah doesn’t know why Delaine sold her body for a cool two mil. But it’s the perfect business
arrangement. The inexperienced beauty will learn to satisfy his every sensual need, yet never touch his heart. Almost immediately their relationship generates heat—in
more ways than one. When they fight, they take no prisoners. When they love, they show no mercy. When they’re together, they never want to leave each other’s arms.
But soon, their intense, physical bond will take an unexpected turn—evolving into something neither has bargained for: the promise of a lasting love. Praise for A
Million Dirty Secrets “Super-sexy with snappy dialogue, this wonderful Cinderella tale begins the search for Lanie and Noah’s happily-ever-after. . . . The sequel cannot
arrive fast enough.”—RT Book Reviews (4-1/2 stars) “Smoldering sex scenes and a cliffhanger ending will have [romance] fans panting for more.”—Publishers Weekly
“This book has some yummy scenes. The chemistry is absolutely there, the back and forth bantering, the punishments, and the tender moments. . . . I am looking
forward to the next one for sure as we are left with a bit of a cliffhanger . . . man I hate (love love love) that!”—The Reading Cafe “Explosive . . . If I had to sum this
story up in three words, they would be thrilling, dangerous and addictive.”—23 Review Street A Million Dirty Secrets is intended for mature audiences. From the Trade
Paperback edition.
A Million Guilty Pleasures-C. L. Parker 2014 In this erotically charged sequel to A Million Dirty Secrets, demanding entrepreneur Noah Crawford, once he discovers the
secret reason Lanie Talbot entered into their agreement in the first place, tries to end their relationship, but his feelings for her are too strong to let her go. Original.
Dirty Secret-Jessie Sholl 2010-12-28 A fascinating look at compulsive hoarding by a woman whose mother suffers from the disease. To be the child of a compulsive
hoarder is to live in a permanent state of unease. Because if my mother is one of those crazy junk-house people, then what does that make me? When her divorced
mother was diagnosed with cancer, New York City writer Jessie Sholl returned to her hometown of Minneapolis to help her prepare for her upcoming surgery and get
her affairs in order. While a daunting task for any adult dealing with an aging parent, it’s compounded for Sholl by one lifelong, complex, and confounding truth: her
mother is a compulsive hoarder. Dirty Secret is a daughter’s powerful memoir of confronting her mother’s disorder, of searching for the normalcy that was never hers
as a child, and, finally, cleaning out the clutter of her mother’s home in the hopes of salvaging the true heart of their relationship—before it’s too late. Growing up,
young Jessie knew her mother wasn’t like other mothers: chronically disorganized, she might forgo picking Jessie up from kindergarten to spend the afternoon thrift
store shopping. Now, tracing the downward spiral in her mother’s hoarding behavior to the death of a long-time boyfriend, she bravely wades into a pathological sea of
stuff: broken appliances, moldy cowboy boots, twenty identical pairs of graying bargain-bin sneakers, abandoned arts and crafts, newspapers, magazines, a dresser
drawer crammed with discarded eyeglasses, shovelfuls of junk mail . . . the things that become a hoarder’s “treasures.” With candor, wit, and not a drop of
sentimentality, Jessie Sholl explores the many personal and psychological ramifications of hoarding while telling an unforgettable mother-daughter tale.
Dirty Secrets-Lauren Landish 2018-11-30 Cold. Dangerous. Always in control. It’s a reputation I worked hard to establish, and it has brought me more wealth, more
power, more . . . everything. As the king, the responsibility for the city’s underground weighs heavily on my shoulders. It's been my only focus, my only concern. Then I
met my obsession. Allie Bancroft. She’s unpredictable. Chaos to my order. Light to my darkness. Everything I never knew I'd crave. I live in a dangerous world, so she
thinks I want to lock her away in a gilded cage. But I want to set her free. I want to make her my queen. As long as she follows my rules. Whatever it takes, I'll have her
at my side. I'll Tease and tempt her with sweet words. Fray away at her sanity with secrets. Dare her to accept my depravity by mixing it with pleasure she’s never
known. Once we cross that line, will she be able to handle the depth of my passion? Of my possession? Either way, she is mine, marked eternally as such, because she
has marked me.
Big Coal-Jeff Goodell 2007-04-03 Long dismissed as a relic of a bygone era, coal is back -- with a vengeance. Coal is one of the nation's biggest and most influential
industries -- Big Coal provides more than half the electricity consumed by Americans today -- and its dominance is growing, driven by rising oil prices and calls for
energy independence. Is coal the solution to America's energy problems? On close examination, the glowing promise of coal quickly turns to ash. Coal mining remains a
deadly and environmentally destructive industry. Nearly forty percent of the carbon dioxide released into the atmosphere each year comes from coal-fired power plants.
In the last two decades, air pollution from coal plants has killed more than half a million Americans. In this eye-opening call to action, Goodell explains the costs and
consequences of America's addiction to coal and discusses how we can kick the habit.
Crashing the A-List-Summer Heacock 2019-07-09 She’s doing all the wrong things for all the right reasons. After four months of unemployment, former book editor
Clara Montgomery is officially stuck—stuck sleeping on her little brother’s ugly couch in Queens, stuck scrolling through job listings in search of a new editorial
position…and just desperate enough to take on a temporary gig clearing out abandoned storage units. If nothing else, she’s determined to keep her rapidly dwindling
savings account intact. Unfortunately, she is in no way prepared for stumbling upon dead snakes or dealing with glass jars that she’s convinced are full of pickled
eyeballs. And why does everything seem to smell like beets? Then Clara comes across a unit that was once owned by an escort service and finds the brothel “résumé” of
a younger Caspian Tiddleswich, an astonishingly famous British actor. She has no intention of cashing in on her discovery, but her awkward attempts to reassure
Caspian that his secret is safe go awry. Now Caspian is convinced that Clara is a blackmailer, the tabloids have her pegged as Caspian’s newest girlfriend…and Clara
begins to find the A-lister’s charms more irresistible than she expected.
The Clean Body-Peter Ward 2019-11-01 How often did our ancestors bathe? How often did they wash their clothes and change them? What did they understand
cleanliness to be? Why have our hygienic habits changed so dramatically over time? In short, how have we come to be so clean? The Clean Body explores one of the
most fundamental and pervasive cultural changes in Western history since the seventeenth century: the personal hygiene revolution. In the age of Louis XIV bathing
was rare and hygiene was mainly a matter of wearing clean underclothes. By the late twentieth century frequent – often daily – bathing had become the norm and
wearing freshly laundered clothing the general practice. Cleanliness, once simply a requirement for good health, became an essential element of beauty. Beneath this
transformation lay a sea change in understandings, motives, ideologies, technologies, and practices, all of which shaped popular habits over time. Peter Ward explains
that what began as an urban bourgeois phenomenon in the later eighteenth century became a universal condition by the end of the twentieth, touching young and old,
rich and poor, city dwellers and country residents alike. Based on a wealth of sources in English, French, German, and Italian, The Clean Body surveys the great
hygienic transformation that took place across Europe and North America over the course of four centuries.
Dirty Little Secrets of Buzz-David Seaman 2008-10-01 "Excellent reading for those who are interested in publicizing a cause, a book, a blog, or just about anything. "
Bookfoolery and Babble "Seaman gave The Buzz some tips on how we could become internationally famous. If it doesn't work, we're going to hold a Paris Hilton rally."
The Arizona Republic "Seaman's advice to politicians: "If you're not cool, don't try to be cool. Most people in their 20s and 30s don't need [you] to make us laugh. We
already have comedians who do it." TheHill.com Practice the Black Art of BUZZ Would you like to spark a media frenzy ... for free? Do you want to jumpstart your sales
and profile in a jaw-dropping way? How would you feel about unleashing your message on the entire world? In Dirty Little Secrets of Buzz, veteran promotional stuntplanner David Seaman reveals a brand-new, counterintuitive approach to traditional marketing and PR. Find out how controversy, scandal-mongering, and social
networking can turn your message into a viral sensation. Inside are sixty-one secrets for getting millions of eyeballs turning toward you or your business, including:
Enemies are more important than friends A dog and a blog can increase repeat customers Put MySpace, Facebook, and the social networking revolution to work for you
Google juice: hot links from highly rated sites TV doesn't make you - you make you Get ten thousand visitors for free through StumbleUpon Dirty Little Secrets of Buzz
is a powerful how-to collection of all the secrets no one talks about - secrets you won't find in any other marketing book or program.
The Dirty Secrets Club-Meg Gardiner 2008-10-16 Meet Jo Beckett - a forensic psychiatrist who profiles victims' lives to help solve their deaths. On a San Francisco
street, Jo confronts a scene of pure carnage: four dead, five injured after a high speed pursuit. In the mangled remains of a BMW lies prosecutor Callie Harding, dead
with the word dirty written in lipstick on her thigh. Why did Harding run from the police? Why did she crash through a bridge railing? Was it an accident? Suicide? Or
murder? Jo is a last resort in difficult cases. But now she's on the front line, because Callie Harding isn't the first high flyer to go down and take others with her. And if
Jo can't figure out why the prosecutor died, Harding won't be the last. Jo's about to discover how dirty some secrets can be.
App Secrets-Sean Casto 2017-09-18 Whether you're just starting out or already a Fortune 500 giant, App Secrets is for you. App Secrets will show you how to: - Turn
Your App Idea into a Million-Dollar Reality - Build Your App Business from the Ground Up and Love What You Do - Escape Your 9-to-5 Job and Live the Life of Your
Dreams - Impact the Lives of Millions Across the World - And Lots More... All of the most successful apps, including Candy Crush, Instagram, Airbnb, Uber, and
Snapchat incorporate the same fundamental traits. These elements are made easy to understand in what Sean Casto calls "App Secrets," to drive breakout success and
achieve explosive growth. App Secrets uncovers how you can use these same strategies that today's fastest growing apps use to create your own Million Dollar or even
a Billion Dollar app. You'll discover why some die and others succeed so you can avoid big mistakes and develop big winners. You will learn, step-by-step, highly
successful methodologies, including: "Skyrocket Downloads Method" - Discover how apps DOUBLE, TRIPLE, or even 10X downloads through strategic organic
marketing initiatives. This same method mastered by Flyp and TagFi can turn an app into a global phenomenon. "Viral App Blueprint"- Learn the specific blueprint of
how today's smartest apps like Pokemon Go and Uber go viral and become instantly adopted by Millions. "Addiction Framework" - Discover the framework championed
by Candy Crush and Snapchat to get people addicted to using your app every day, and making it indispensable.
Coming Clean-C. L. Parker 2016 "The intense competitive rivalry that began between sports agents Shaw Matthews and Cassidy Whalen and quickly transformed into a
game of seduction and, eventually, night after night of unending passion, comes to a close in this emotional and fiery conclusion to the Monkey Business Trilogy"-Dirty Secrets, Dirty War-David Cox 2008 From 1976-1983, an estimated 30,000 people disappeared in Argentina. They were victims of the “Dirty War” – a brutal
campaign designed by the government to root out possible subversives. Those suspected of being dissidents were kidnapped and taken to secret detention centers.
Most were tortured and then killed – never seen again.Robert J. Cox, editor of the Buenos Aires Herald, did what few others were willing to do – he told the truth about
what was happening. Every day his newspaper reported on the kidnappings and killings. He challenged those in power – asking questions and demanding answers.
Cox's commitment to reporting the truth made him a hero to the families of the disappeared, but an enemy of the state.This is the remarkable story of one man's
courage in the face of adversity. It is the story of a man dedicated to protecting the freedom of the press and to protecting his family. It is the story of those who
disappeared and the man who stayed in order to tell their stories.Cox's story is told by his son David who grew up under the pall of terrorism, but was inspired by his
father's “great courage to write what was true.” He has written the book that his father could not.
Dirty Secrets-Richard Murphy 2017-03-21 What happens when the rich are allowed to hide their money in tax havens, and what we should do about it The Panama
Papers were a reminder of how the superrich are allowed to hide their wealth from the rest of us. Dirty Secrets uncovers the extent of the corruption behind this crisis
and shows what needs to be done in the face of this unregulated spread of rampant greed. Tax havens, we are often told, are part of the global architecture of
capitalism, providing a freedom from regulation necessary to make markets work. In this book, leading authority Richard Murphy uncovers the truth behind this lie.
The fact of the matter is that this increasingly popular practice threatens the foundations of democracy, sowing mistrust and creating a regime based upon opacity. As
Murphy shows, how we manage our economy is a political decision, and one that can be changed. Dirty Secrets proposes ways to regulate tax havens and what the
world might look like without them.
Eat Clean, Play Dirty-Danielle Duboise 2019-04-09 “Food should make you feel sexy,” say Danielle Duboise and Whitney Tingle, founders of the popular organic
nutritional program, Sakara Life. In their debut book, Eat Clean, Play Dirty, the duo delivers delicious recipes and reinvigorating rituals to achieve nutritional harmony,
a way to nourish the body and feed the spirit simultaneously. It’s about saying yes to kale and to dessert; to early-morning asanas and late-night dancing. It’s about
prioritizing health without making sacrifices. Since delivering their first meals by bicycle in 2012, Whitney and Danielle have changed thousands of lives across the
country and garnered a long list of celebrity devotees including Gwyneth Paltrow, Jessica Alba, and Oprah. With Eat Clean, Play Dirty, they have gathered the vibrant,
delicious dishes that clients and fans crave and make it possible to recreate the Sakara magic in their own kitchens. Changing the dialogue we have with our bodies and
our plates, the cookbook empowers each of us to become our own chef and ultimate healer by using food as medicine. Each delicious recipe, from the Eat-the-Rainbow
Wrap, Orgasmic Coconut Yogurt, Red Beet Burger, and the Everything Bagel with Garlic Schmear is designed to: balance our body heal our gut flood our body with
ample nutrients shed excess weight reduce inflammation eliminate sugar cravings balance our hormones and mood give us the tools to create a body we love living in
Every recipe is backed by Sakara’s roots in nutritional science—honed over years of studying with doctors, scientists and healers of all kinds. Alongside the recipes,
readers will learn about superfood ingredients from around the world, discover the phytonutrients needed for true vitality, unearth the secrets of the microbiome, and
master tangible lifestyle tricks for balancing lifelong health with ultimate happiness. It’s Sakara’s signature blend of science, sexiness, irreverence, and light-filled
intention. The ultimate wellness cookbook has arrived. Celebrate abundance. Say yes to body love. And don’t forget to break some rules.
Playing Dirty-Tiffany Snow 2015-10-27 DOWN AND DIRTY Faced with a choice between bad-boy detective Dean Ryker and sexy power player Parker Anderson, Sage
Reese fought the law - and the law won. But while Ryker's sizzling touch may rule her nights, Sage's days belong to Parker's cool, calculating intensity . . . Both Ryker
and Parker are determined to protect Sage from a brutal enemy who'd use her to pay for their mistakes. Yet when the usually single-minded Ryker is distracted by
ghosts from his past, Parker seizes his opportunity to get Sage's attention - and keep it in ways beyond her wildest dreams. Now, caught between a mobster out for
revenge and two men who were once best friends, Sage must play to win - even if it means getting dirty. . . . Need more from Tiffany Snow? Check out her addictive,
suspense-filled Kathleen Turner series. 'No one writes a love triangle better than Tiffany Snow' - Jill Shalvis
Green Illusions-Ozzie Zehner 2012 We don’t have an energy crisis. We have a consumption crisis. And this book, which takes aim at cherished assumptions regarding
energy, offers refreshingly straight talk about what’s wrong with the way we think and talk about the problem. Though we generally believe we can solve
environmental problems with more energy—more solar cells, wind turbines, and biofuels—alternative technologies come with their own side effects and limitations.
How, for instance, do solar cells cause harm? Why can’t engineers solve wind power’s biggest obstacle? Why won’t contraception solve the problem of overpopulation
lying at the heart of our concerns about energy, and what will? This practical, environmentally informed, and lucid book persuasively argues for a change of
perspective. If consumption is the problem, as Ozzie Zehner suggests, then we need to shift our focus from suspect alternative energies to improving social and political
fundamentals: walkable communities, improved consumption, enlightened governance, and, most notably, women’s rights. The dozens of first steps he offers are
surprisingly straightforward. For instance, he introduces a simple sticker that promises a greater impact than all of the nation’s solar cells. He uncovers why carbon
taxes won’t solve our energy challenges (and presents two taxes that could). Finally, he explores how future environmentalists will focus on similarly fresh alternatives
that are affordable, clean, and can actually improve our well-being. Watch a book trailer.
Dirty Little Secret-Kendall Ryan 2017-09-14
Top Secret Twenty-one-Janet Evanovich 2015-05-26 Bounty hunter Stephanie Plum searches in vain for suspected killer Jimmy Poletti while unwillingly providing
protection for Randy Briggs, Poletti's bookkeeper and next potential victim.
Dirty Little Secrets-James F. Dunnigan 1992-01-24 Fearlessly taking aim at the seemingly impressive facade of modern military power, Dirty Little Secrets is an
unusual, entertaining, and thought-provoking look at the myths, mysteries, arcana, and boondoggles unknown to the rest of us. Did you know that There are an
estimated 40 million AK47 assault rifles in the world? (Page 25) The United States Air Force estimates that collisions between aircraft and birds, about two thousand a
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